Westbrook Old Hall Primary School
MUSIC
Term

Autumn 1

EY

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

Hoe Down Song - pulse. Compose

Naughty Bus Song - pulse &

Willy The Wimp Song - moving

simple tuned nd untuned phrases.

melodic shape

by step and by leap.

Hungarian Dance sing simple

Autumn 2

songs. Wimter Whale Song -

Polar Bear Song - pulse & rhythm.

pulse. Learn to sing Christmas

Christmas production songs.

songs.

YEAR 3
Angry Earth Song - sing & play an
ostinato pattern. Harvest
production songs.

YEAR 4

The Tin Forest - composing a
melody.

YEAR 5
Beowulf Song - singing in two
parts and playing chords on
keyboards.

Footprints in the Snow - simple

Pebble in the Sand, Song -

Ancient Greek Song Theseus and

Sound of the Sea - Vikings &

chime bar playing. Christmas

ostinato patterns. Christmas

Minotaur - playing a tuned part

Anglo Saxons. Composing music in

Production Songs.

songs.

to a song. Christingle Songs.

two parts.

YEAR 6

Battle of Britain Song - playing
tablature and chords on ukulele
Learning more chords on ukulele
with the Polar Bear song,
Footsteps in the Snow and
Away in a Manger..

We're Going on a Bear Hunt

Spring 1

Song - pitch and pulse. Toys in

Dogger's Gone Song - composing

In My Rocket song - playing an

Stone Age Man song - singing in

Iron Man Song - singing in two

Space Song. Compose tuned and

simple ostinato patterns.

instrumental part.

two parts.

parts, playing an accompaniment.

Iron Age song - singing in two

Lucy Heard Noises - playing a

parts.

second part to a song.

In Outer Space song - keyboard Charles Darwin - Ukulele. Playing
accompaniment.

tab and using chords.

Song writing based upon a text

Songwriting using ukulele. Rio de

from the Invisible Kingdom.

Janeiro song - chord

Easter performance songs.

progression

untuned phrases.
Flight of the Bumblebee express

Spring 2

feelings. Pitch and pulse. Trip

Goldilocks She Stole My Socks -

Trap Billy Goat Song. Compose

melody that moves by step.

tuned and untuned phrases.

Summer 1

Carmen Overture express

Travelling in My Spaceship Song -

feelings. Pitch and pulse. Tiger

melodic shape, rhythmic patterns

Tiger Song. Play simple

& composing own short musical

percussion.

phrases.

South Africa forwards/backwards song. Playing
patterns backwards.

Dinosaur Chant - composing

Ancient Egypt Song - singing in

Pompeii Song - singing a three

simple melodic patterns to match

two parts, playing ostinato

part round. Compose their own

the names of dinosaurs.

patterns.

simple ostinato patterns.

Johnny B. Goode - 12 bar blues
using keyboards.

Electricity by OMD - ukulele
chord sequence and instrumental
tab.

Britain's Got Talent. Different
types of performances. Radetzky

Summer 2

March express feelings. Pitch and
pulse.. Dinosaur Song. Explore
instruments.

Caterpillar, Joe Gorilla exploring different timbres.

Pirate Ship Song - composing

In my garden - composing sound

simple pirate phrases for given

motifs to represent a garden

words.

soundscape.

Where the sunlight never shines -

Queen of the Falls - chord

song - composing melodic patterns. sequence and pentatonic ostinato.

Scarborough Fayre song.
Ukulele playing - tab & chord
sequence.

